Kids’ Klubs Inc.

LEARNING TO USE YOUR BIBLE AWARD
SET 2

For Grades 3rd & Up
Each child who answers the questions in SET 1 and SET 2 of “Learning to
Use Your Bible” will receive a certificate and earn points for their klub.
Materials needed: to do this project are a pencil and a Bible.
You may work at your own pace, but both sets must be completed
by FEBRUARY 16, 2018. You will be earning points for your klub
When you finish Set 2, you are finished and will receive a certificate at
your last klub.

NAME (Print) _________________________________
KLUB NAME: _________________________________
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LEARNING TO USE YOUR BIBLE

SET 2

The Bible is made up of 66 books, 39 in the
Old Testament and 27 in the New Testament.
Each book in the Bible is then divided into CHAPTERS
and each Chapter is then divided into Verses.
Turn in your Bible to the first book – Genesis. You will see a
big 1. That shows you the chapter. Now turn through the book
of Genesis and see how many chapters it has:
GENESIS has _________ chapters.

How many chapters does:
The book of Esther have?

_______

The book of Ruth have?

_______
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LEARNING TO USE YOUR BIBLE

SET 2

We will be looking up some chapters in several books in the Old
Testament. You are to write out the first word of that chapter.
2 Samuel, chapter 18
(2 Samuel 18)

___________________
(first word)

Job, chapter 19
(Job 19)

____________________
(first word)

Nahum, chapter 3
(Nahum 3)

____________________
(first word)

In a Bible reference the first number after the name of the book
tells which
_________________ to look in.
(fill in blank)
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LEARNING TO USE YOUR BIBLE

SET 2

Each CHAPTER in a book of the Bible is divided into even smaller
parts called VERSES.
Turn to the Book of GENESIS. Now find Chapter 3. In Chapter 3 are verses.
Each verse has a small number by it. (Sometimes they skip number 1.) Look until you
find the last verse of Chapter 3. It will be verse 24.

them!

We will now look up some chapters and see how many VERSES are in

Deuteronomy Chapter 32 has

_______ verses

Isaiah Chapter 2 has

_______ verses.

Psalm Chapter 117 has
(shortest chapter in Bible)

_______ verses.

Psalm Chapter 119 has
(longest chapter in Bible)

_______ verses.
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LEARNING TO USE YOUR BIBLE

SET 2

When we want you to look up a special verse in the Bible,
We give you a Bible reference like Joshua 1:9.
In this reference Joshua tells which Book to look in.
The number 1 tells which Chapter to look in.
The number 9 tells which Verse to look up.

In the reference EXODUS 24:2
which number gives the CHAPTER?

In the reference JEREMIAH 51:7

_____

which number gives the VERSE?

_____

In the reference JOEL 3:11
which number gives the VERSE?

_____
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LEARNING TO USE YOUR BIBLE

SET 2

Many times we will read more than one verse. If you see a reference like this:
JUDGES 6:8-12

You would say Judges six, eight through twelve.
This means you are to find the book of ________________, Chapter ___________
and begin reading at verse ________. You keep on reading all the verses
through the end of verse __________.

CIRCLE THE RIGHT WORD:
In the reference 1 Samuel 25:2-5
…..the number 25 is a

Chapter

Verse

number.

…..the number 2 is a

Chapter

Verse

number.

…..the number 5 is a

Chapter

Verse

number.
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LEARNING TO USE YOUR BIBLE

SET 2

THIS IS YOUR LAST PAGE!
Look up each reference and write out the first 3 words.
(JUST LIKE WE DO IN SWORD DRILL!)
NUMBERS 12:4

_____________________________

PROVERBS 6:6

_____________________________

ZECHARIAH 9:13

______________________________

